


"The time has come," the Walrus said, 
"To talk of many things: 

Of shoes-and ships--and sealing-wax
Of cabbages and kings-

And why the sea is boiling hot
And whether pigs have wings." 

Lewis Carroll 
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Ceasarean 

the grey-flab bed skin of clouds 
is sudden-pierced. 

Eviscerated sky 
Bleeds golden gouts, 
staining the flanks of buildings. 

Day 
spatters out of the side 
of wounded skies . 

The morning's born. 

Emily Warblefink 



SUGAR CUBE REVELATION 

The blind dog howls in the moonless ... eye, -night. 
I sit in the electric room well fed, 
Thinking holy thoughts which lead to insight. 
My soul beats although the body is dead. 
Canine teeth grip my erected carrot, 
Which is already in the female earth. 
Flashing red substance creates King Parrot. 
His beak records speeches of soap rebirth. 
Dragstrip exhaust smoke becomes liquid noise. 
Christ seeks the city key in my essence, 
But it be in the attic, with the toys, 
And he has been there and learned some lessons. 
I come to the eye of the dog and see, 
An image of that which I can not be. 

Charles G. Alikes 
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Bedford and Downing near Houston 

Blaney's antique neon flashed its gaudy red and yellow telling the 
neighborhood that there was life within. 

Sid Lotski hopped off his stool, wobbled, and stared at the rotating 
Budweiser clock as if the numbers had been erased. I guess the sudden 
shift to a higher altitude and the spinning clock were too much for his 
stomach. He realized this and to support himself, extended his arm out 
with his hand on the back of some fat guy on the stool next to him. 
Sid ' s shoulders rose and twitched as he puked ferociously. The flowing 
stream of semi-digested french fries and tuna fish, however, was almost 
graceful, like a postcard I saw of Niagara Falls in the winter with chunks 
of ice in it. The mess gushed over his tongue and cascaded down on his 
shoes. Most of it settled into a lumpy pool around his feet, but a few 
drops managed to splash on the back of the fat man's pants. 

Clara Willa, not interested in Sid, emptied the saturated contents of 
her purse over the head of Larry Phelps who had urinated in it when 
Clara had gotten up to dance. It was funnier than hell seeing Larry trying 
to brush off a wet crumpled kleenex that got caught in his moustache. 
Clara isn't very old but she's kind of heavy and not what you'd call 
pretty. A couple of weeks ago Larry broke her glasses and chipped one 
of her teeth because the guy who comes to fill the cigarette machine likes 
her and bought her a few drinks. 

With his bulging forearm and freckled ham of a fist, "Big Red" 
Butler gave confused Sid a shove that sent him spread-eagle to the floor. 
He laid there still, looking like he didn't mind his position. This was a 
signal, so everyone sipped their drinks and listened to Red ' s weekend 
advice, ''Niggers ain't any good, give them a hand and they want an 
arm. I know 'cause I was a foreman over a couple once." All of us in 
the smokey room nodded to one another. He commented about Viet Nam, 
''They oughta shave bald all them longhairdraftdodgingcollegefaggots, like 
that fairy pacifist on Joe Pyne the other night. They'll learn we gotta wipe 
out all communist gooks over there. I never liked them Chinese bastards 
anyways, they're sneaky." 

I don't think the Feldman brothers, Bernie and Morris, agreed. They 
were saying something about any killing being bad, and both sides in the 



war are acting insane so just like two insane people, you can't say one 
side is good or bad. I'm not really sure what they were saying, but no one 
was listening anyways. 

Officer Gitano walked in and went over to his younger brother, Ron, 
who was with his girl. He put a booted foot on the step at the bottom of 
the bar and ran his hand up the back of the girl's blouse and under her 
bra strap. She was too stunned to move. Seeing that Ron was more than 
embarrassed by the gesture, he laughed loudly, "Har, har, har! I can see 
you're just a kid yet. You won't be a man until you go to bed with lots 
of broads.'' Everyone laughed because they liked the good-looking cop and 
agreed with him. 

No one noticed Philly, the paraplegic who stutters, when he reached 
over as best he could and snatched the March of Dimes coin container 
from the end of the bar. In numerous and jerky motions, he ripped off the 
top of the can and awkardly stuffed the coins into his old bus-driver's 
coat. He had a contented look on his face as he pleasurefully stroked the 
softly worn silver in his pocket. 

No one noticed old Taco either, who was always in a corner with his 
dusty black dog that had tuberculosis. Taco was short and Spanish. People 
were annoyed when he attempted to speak in his high falsetto voice. No 
one but Billy, the bartender, could make out his murmurs that were 
punctuated by the sucking movement of his tongue that caused his brown 
saliva to drip over his stubbled chin. Billy was good to Taco. He let him 
sleep in back, gave him food, and handled all his expenses with Taco's 
Social Security check. Sometimes to pep Taco up, Billy would show him 
dirty pictures he took of French broads during the war. 

I've lived on the island all my life and never really been anywhere. 
Once we went to see my mother's aunt in Newburg, who raised her. She 
was in the hospital because she got her foot crushed by one of those big 
baggage carriers at the train station when she arrived home from a vaca
tion in Philadelphia. I don't care to be any place but right here. From 
Bedford Stuyvesant to Beverly Hills there's not many places in America 
that can beat Blaney's. 

Rocco DiGiovanni 
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He said to take the 
staircase, 

But I knew there was none; 
Only the golden shaft 

of light 
Reaching toward the Heavens. 

He said to op en the 
door, 

But I knew there was none; 
Only the sparkling portals 

of light 
Leading toward the Heavens. 

He said to see and 
live, 

But I knew I could not; 
There was only the plateau 

of death 
Rising toward the Heavens. 

Judi T eck 



La Vie 

Blinking eyes from the cradle in the summer lights 
The jauntis shine of the dandelion plucked by tiny hands 
Wonderment in the sighs at all unfamiliar sights 
Tireless effort in numerous attempts to stand. 
Young roots expand, rising up, searching, finding; 
Seeking the hidden corners, treasures mixed among the webs 
Gaining and wasting without really minding 
But as life waxes it must also begin its ebh. 
As growth continues, so enters the death 
Slowly, unseen like the cold of the dark 
It eats and consumes 'til little is left 
Then all see its course an all know its mark. 
Waning towards evening it comes as it must, 
And once again life slips "from dust to dust." 

Barbe Morse 
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Toward Self-Understanding 

The seed grew in the warm, virgin 
womb of Earth 

With an icy cold raging across the 
void outside 

This passed and warmth came, stirring the 
machine of life 

The seed was nurtured and grew, splitting its 
prison walls open 

Root down, stem up, breaking soil hardened by 
Time's ignorant neglect 

In time the flower burst, drinking in the 
sun and air 

The root drove on to pools, then lakes, then seas, stalking 
its gigantic thirst 

Petals unfolded in day and night, cursing 
what had been 

Strangely it stood alone, shunned, yet 
it lived on 

Its sun never setting and its summer an 
eternity of truths 

What was not before came to be, and the 
void was satisfied 

Debhorah O 'Neill 



Sour Lemons 

Oh yes 
a sour yellow day 

Of the two wandering minstrels 
one was fortuned a sleepy Mevrian-like lady, while 

grey feet knowledged all that one be Lord Brando ch Daha. 
So two met 
to bear no fret 
should the sun be wet 

the two would bear the rain, in hand 

Zoowish foreshadowing curtailed the 
time light and the rain 

because cool in its hint of nearness, 
for does the pipe of happy send 
shadows up a wall and 

sea-type turn no more its mind 
in the direction of those not open 

when closed 
shall candles light at either end and 

drip not in the middle? 

The unmet few are fine to see 
surrounded by bushes 
environed by heaviness 

the plastic pipe 
to rend its polish 

upon the images known. 
Let us quick to see the animals 

(said she, sniggering sniggardly) 

0 mighty king, why did you not 
tell to me that you had your wife with you 

not to be confused with a tiger! -
The polar bear certainly did 
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send regards to a barbara-child; 
but a weird mandrill creature 

with most vibrant purple kyunes 
shifted his hostile smile in a teethful 

-at us-
unrest in their kingdoms 

Albeit, in a certain slender change of mood 
an orangutan was seen to be quite bashful 
what a hassle pursued as it turned mournful eyes 
to the lady and disguised his horniness as a crush 

Magnificent glowing tiger colours 
grumblings, and the padded patterned pouncings of 

irridescent orangeade brightness 
disturbed, Upset, at being infringed upon 

Deer, elk, and moose were tame enough 
hanging overhead, known to be dead 
and no certain need to be fed. 

-anyhow, bullwinkle is a gentle dumb character 

Ah, but the pythons, boa conscriptors 
and the like 

now, They were vexatious: 
we knew there were two 

now four, five 
sometimes even six had appeared 

unseen to us earlier 
robed in garments meant to camouflage. 

And the elephant mightiness 
might still be listened to 

How far up can we go 
''where seldom is heard a 
discouraging word ... '' 

hmmmmm 
yes 



More 

there were also to be seen antelope 
but the humpty-back camel hid 

(with the gorilla?) 

dreams pipelined from the air 
we inhaled 

smoke, retailed? 
but definitely curtailed 
as the fun prevailed 
because someone failed 
so we sailed 

An oh-no carride away -
the shortest distance between hesitation 

and petrification 
is merely paranoia 

There is a stink-ing red light 
SLOW down (but who wills to go down, once up). 

Once the fear has been repelled 
a look at those eyes which spelled "you are as worse off as eye" 
a bright new horror is again expelled 

The pinwheel 

cold is tantamount to fear 
shivering slithering palsey 
control is imperative 

(a faeriewand made of wimblewood) 
used almost to the point of dependency, 

comforting' but even that can lend no permanent help. 
The hopelessness of the sought-for. 

and a near accident is close enough 

Till suddenly it was ended 
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and the motion ceased 
calm 

Remembering it somtimes never understood. 
I cannot seek it. 

Two together 

It must find me out 
hunting and haunting 

jointly combined 
(no ton impended 
or pun intended) 

Are we left with one? 
Are we left with a one and a one? 

peace 

What is left is a one-and-one 
not one 
not two ones 
but the part of one plus 
the part of one to yield 
the one-and-one 

somewhat like the infamous worm, 
the Worm Ourobos 

which 
ate at its own tail . 

Dewi 



BURN, BABY, BURN 

When I was young with pony tails at two sides 
And freckles all over, enough to win all the contests 
at the local concrete playground in the local concrete city 

Except when my brother beat me because his hair was redder 

I often beat my brother up 
But that can be explained in terms of love. 

But once I turned to someone not a brother 
Turned to the big kid, the ten-year old next door 
And offered eight years of a city child's wonder 

Burst bright from concrete 
The tiny bit of perfection, the polka-dotted precision, 

the bug of a mother 
Outstretched, delicate, on a trembling finger 
Held out my hand. 

He moved. 
She never flew away to her children. 
Burned red she was, burned red on my finger 
Burned red on my heart, I hit him 
And turned 
And I never, no never, stopped crying. 

Judith]. Toler 
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"The Shaking Of The Foundations" 

"If inconstancy is the heart's neighbor, the soul will not fail to find it 
bitter. Blame and praise alike befall when a dauntless man ' s spirit is 
black-and-white-mixed like the magpie's plumage. Yet he may see blessed
ness after all, for both colors have a share in him, the color of heaven 
and the color of hell. Inconstancy's companion is all black and takes on 
the hue of darkness, while he of steasfast thoughts clings to white." 

Parzival (Eschenbach) 

I The Ephemeral Wisdom 

"All flesh is grass and all the goodliness thereof is as the flower of the 
field: The grass withereth, the flower fadeth:'' 

And After This Our Exile 

" What images return 
0 my daughter 
Those who suffer the ecstacy of the animals, meaning 
Death" 

T. S. Eliot 

The trysted torch of Hero 
Cradled in the vestal fingers of the White Maiden 
Guides us through Pyrrhic victories 
Of mind over spirit; heart over mind, 
To loves chrismic chrysalis . 
A world of torturois waves 
Roars its consummate cogency 
Against cataphatic cliffs, 
As we pass through threads of 
A universal ignorance -

Isaiah 
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two dawnlike islands 
smile knowingly 
in the dark 
ecstacy in growth 
growing growing 
knowing 
the only reason for 
Today is Tomorrow 
in another Realm 

everything exploding and redly 
slippery tight and green 
slippery tight and green 
spinning far and around 
Clutch the pearl! 
swirling halo amid wax-dripping air 
sky-dancers overflowing 

all slips in 
to sleep 
between the sun 
by Sighs. 
sleep. constant. 
and dreams of 
purpose-

To the knowledge of an absolute Dawn. 
Drawn, 
By the beckoning of brilliance 
Held high on diametrically distant shores. 
The perseverence pf presence 
Becomes the transparent reflection of constancy: 
The presence of the White Maiden 
Mirroring the flame of liquid dawn 
That rushes to fill the crystal hour 
The awaited hour. 
She has known the sea. 
And so has known of Beginning 
Which knew no beginning. 



:-----:::;=======-==-=---=-=-=·-------------------~----------

Had known the sea and felt it. 
Known and felt 
The vital swell, 
The undulation of life with life 
Surging. 
Self with self 
Sea with sea 
Sigh with sigh 
Till the triumphant tide of Ternary 
Reveals the mircle of her destiny. 
Yet woefully I wonder 
Wonder 
Does the world close its eyes 
To see no less than it sees? 

Anfortas and Orgeluse: Prediction by Fire 

''. , . a thing can be revealed only through another thing that resists it. 
Light cannot reveal itself without darkness, nor good without evil, nor 
the spirit without the resistance of matter. ' ' 

Eresh-Kigal, goddess of pyromancy 
( the desire if the blood) 
Weaves her black teachings on the Isle of Tiree. 
To set forth and assail the White Maiden 
Is her only hope; 
To blind her light in black confusion, 
Her sole conscious thought. 
And so in staggering contradiction 
She gathers shadow-host. 

Daily gathering. 
Daily gathering. 
Hideous armies. 
Wailing. Moaning. 

Jacob Boehme 
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Knowing that night for them is complete 
Sowing their sorrow they reap our def eat. 
The conspiracy de la nuit -
One moment of treachery, 
One instant of despair. 
Screams as black as pigeons. 
The torch is tossed to oblivion 
And we are left at the crossroads; 
For whenever there is doubt 
There are crossroads and it is night. 
Screams as Black as Pigeons: 
And crippled arms reach vainly upward 
Outward 
To grab 
To snatch at the Dark Madonna's false moon 
As it pretends to rush by. 
Each deceived flame 
Knows only its own reflection 
Knows it wherever it falls -

And so in restitution 
We reap the extant 
Falling into fallacy of 
post hoc ergo propter hoc: 

if your heart has bled, to love you're 
wed 

if the way is tread, your soul is 
led 

no word is said, you break no 
bread 

The thesis is nailed against your shed, 
Reality and reason are therefore dead. 
And woefully I wonder 
Wonder 
Does the world close its eyes 
To see no less than it sees? 



Lapis-Manalis: A Promise of Destruction 

"Whereas Thomas Aquinas distinguished in order to unite, 
Descartes divided inorder to separate.'' 

With poisonous air, 
The Stygian canton of Le Dame Noire 
Further deludes those, self-righteous or 
Shallow enough to plot their end. 

Etienne Gilson 

Self-worship leads them with its own blinding light 
And thus their sin becomes their punishment. 
The fleeting Baruch, enthroned in the turning 
Chants his phantom absolutions, 
And all believe. 

Turns of chants 
Turns of chance 

All believe the turns of chants 
False flames and false moons 
Deceived apostles 
Deceitful evangelists 

The distinction is there 
Now, barely visible 

Turns of chance 
And all believe. 

Yet is not the infernal region 
United against itself? 
For the power that divides itself from 
Truth, 
Must surely dwell in fantasy, 
And does not the sea give promise of rain? 
And rain, a promise of ruin? 
Yet woefully I wonder 
Wonder 
Will the world still close its eyes 
To see no less than it sees? 
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The Beltane Feast 

"Ah, what a starry night over the roofs of this little mountain hamlet! 
Looking up at the sky from these roofs, one would swear that those 
brightly shining orbs beheld nothing else. 

Yet the stars do not even know there is an earth.'' 

Upon the shores of the nether waters 
Mock steps are practised in carline time. 
Now the need-fire. 
Now the dance. 
Three times south ways about the burning pile, 
As the question is posed 
And heated to the sky, 
Will our kingdom endure? 
But the unsympathetic stars, 
Weighing no answers, are singing: 
Thee' eada anda theine bealtuin 
The e' eada anda theine bealtuin 
Round by turns the wimble wood 
Vectors to virtue the axle-tree 

Yet the tribute must be met. 
And so in celestial rejoinder, 
Cyrus calls his mighty legions 
With drum of hollow blaze 
And horn that screams of fate. 
Astride his snowmane steed, 
He drags the rainstone 
Across the meadows of Joflanze, 
Seeking the White Maiden. 

Round by turns the wimble wood 
Vectors to virtue the axle-tree 

Luigi Pirandello 



Blast of horn and thunder drum 
Three times southways about the burning pile. 

The torch is recovered, and 
heated to the sky 

The White Maiden grasps it desperately. 
Blast of horn 
And the bastions of the carnal land 
Writhe in palpitating wreckage 

everything exploding and redly 

Turns of chants 
Turns of chance 

about the burning pile. 

Round by turns the wimble wood 

Thunder drum 
And the line is drawn; 
The ends have met: 
Pearlfire legions and shadow hosts. 

growing growing 
knowing 
ecstacy of the animals, meaning 

Again the guiding torch 
beckoning of brilliance 

Exposes the throne of the haunted Baruch. 
Vainly he sees his escape -
As Cyrus causes the pyre of destruction 
To lay the pagan parish to waste. 

The question is posed 
Will our kingdom endure? 

Eresh-Kigal retreats, while 
Screams as Black as Pigeons 

Both apostle and evangelist 
Learn the despair of the Downfall. 

Turns of chance 
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Cyrus raises the Sword of Dawn 
Revealing the truth of Ternary. 
The tribute has been paid, 
And aft er This 

All slips in 
to sleep 
between the sun 
by Sighs 
sleep. constant 
and dreams of 

Our Exile. 
For now the world has closed its eyes 
To see no less than was seen. 

II The Divine Reflection 

"Whatever comes of it, wherever it leads us we must follow truth alone. 
It is our only guiding star: hoc signo vinces.'' 

Sir James G. Frazer 

Fate of the Children of Turenn 

"We must defend the traditional wisdom and the continuity of the 
Philosophia Perennis against the prejudices of modern individualism, insofar 
as it seeks, values, and delights in novelty for its own sake, and is inter
ested in a system of thought only insofar as it is a creation, the creation, 
of a novel conception of the world.'' 

Again, as always, the salvaging is left 
To those who would look upon 
The scattered talismans of reality, 
The relics of reason 
And understand. 

What remains for the innocent young; 
Those unscathed yet by neophyte zeal? 

Jacques Maritain 



The dragging across the barren waste 
Of each minds desert with 
Lapis-Manalis, meaning 
Promise. 

What restoring? 
What replenishing? 

The burnt Black-acid soil 
Can only be returned to fertility, 
The seed of significance 
Can only be sown 
When the Children 
Have sought the rainstone 
From within the ransomed ruins 
Of Tiree. 

''O Light Invisible, we give Thee thanks for Thy great glory!'' 
T. S. E. 

I have often walked the road 
Between the edge of Hell 
And the region of the summer stars, 
Breathing the mysteries of Galahad and Parsifal: 
Suffering, at times, the omniscient curse of Tiresias. 
I have taken a seat at 
The Grail Table of my soul; 
Venturing the test of 
Fish and dysgl, and 
Meeting my life's white maiden 
On her own terms. 
Then, drinking from the 
Ciborium of night 
I taste of 

Death, a mirror's blinding image. 
The Children's eyes cross the threshold of reflection. 

Death, the fading of ecstacy in the field. 
The Children's eyes 
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Death, our exile to Eternity. 
Cross the threshold of reflection. 

Death, a three day sigh. 

In the Gethsemani 
Of my heart 
I have learned of 

Cross. 

The transcendence of redemption. 
Clutch the pearl! 

Yes! Heathen children, 
Find yourselves a god. 
But choose your god wisely. 
And know you well, that 
Love is 
Sometimes the diaphanous tangent 
Between two colloidal rhythms; 
Separately breathed 
Within the quasi-kingdom of history's empires, 
And the infinite kingdom of the celestial empire. 
Let your mind be the harbour 
Of every ocean, 
For with the unwinding of each wave, 
There swells the boundless tradition 
Of birth 
Of growth 
Of death, and 
Of life. 
And if the world should close its eyes 
To see but a single star, 
Yet that star may 
Hold the mysteries we must share 
And the light we must behold 
If we would overcome 
The shaking of the foundations. 

Flam (qua Registrar of Chartreuse) 



Sonnet 

They all say love is easy to possess. 
Just hold your hand out and it touches you. 
But I know love is wound round spindles, less 
Than never close at hand. Oh, I will rue 
The minute when I tear the threads in haste 
To reach the wooden core. I've seen their fingers, 
Torn and blunted, beating at the encased 
Core. But still I do live on, and lingers 
Yet in me the urge to fight and win. 
I do not want to weep; I have no need 
To suffer so unduly. It must be sin 
Which forces my unlooking steps to lead 
Me on. Could I but hope that love at first 
Would wrap me gently in its strands. Then do its worst. 

Anne Wark Cooney 
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Vintage 

Out of the several seasons 
of my heart 

Let me compress 
(Like wine from the vineyards 

Passion 

A little sickness in the blood 
Is fatal as a wounded side -
Not nailed but impaled 

on small straight pins 
The heart is slowly crucified. 

of a good year) 
All the truth I dare confess 
Stripped of pretentiousness 

Edit 

It was too pure an essence -
Too naked a desire -
So real it seemed unlikely -
Too like ice to be fire. 

or art -
Naked yet innocent of fear. 

So modestly we dressed -
Filed its jagged edges smooth -
And made a charming fiction 
Of its inconvenient truth. 

Emily Warblefink 



Unheard tones 

Nearby an angel is being raped and 
flowers with large faces 
are burning the leaves 

with eyes of fire and naked bodies cling 
together to grow cold 

when the sun burns out and a jazzy song 
sung by god 
fills our ears with 

nonsense and the one ounce needle in my arm 
pinches, and i am weak 

and fluoride flowers pollute the water i piss in 
and a poet man 
screams at my verses 

because they smash his toes while he plays a 
calliope over my grave 

and monks in gray woolens lie in whorey beds 
and groan in pleasure 
as they continue 

to probe their mind's silent secrets and i read 
Thomas with sunglasses. 

Stephen M. Kelley 
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For awhile they said the drought was over 
but now again its dry 

And sand now chokes the yellow flower 
while grass tries not to die 

Though nothing grows and none can live 
with no water to be found 

Where once was sucked the lightest step 
into the hungry, thirstless brown 

The deficient dumb, or weak and wise 
wither yet hope again 

The rain returns with time to stem 
the grim and deathly gain 

Harry E. Griswold 



Love Potion 

Interlocking pieces 
Of a broken puzzle; 
Parallel lines 
Touching for 
One miraculous moment. 
Harsh chords 
Reaching a delicate harmony. 
Momemts of mutual telepathy 
Silent night, glorious day 
The changing years; 
Two changing people: 

-Growing together 
-Growing apart 

Forgetting, remembering; 
Sacrificing, Hurting. 
Being Reborn; dying. 
Approaching the 
Beauty of Infinity ... 
And ending before it 
Is Reached. 
(Nothing is permanent.) 
(Nothing is infinite.) 

Bill Cooke 
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horse 

The night is ending and the wind 's coming up , 
Sweeping out to sea with land scents in it 
As I walk out on the sand by the sea, 
Whistling for my horse and he comes to me; 
Foam-flecked and hot from his run up the shore 
He bites at the air and rushes at me, 
A proud-headed beauty with fire in his eyes, 
A devil-racing beast with a fine, strong heart; 
I laugh aloud and leap on his back, 
We gallop to the breakers and plunge in yelling, 
The sea washes over us and cleanses and cools, 
The wind dries us quickly as we come back out; 
And racing down the beach to the cabin and field 
He thinks of oats and I dream of her. 

The smoke is rising with the mist from the cabin. 
The sun is rising from the rim of the sea. 

Richard]. Collier 
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Judge 

Stern your brow 
As you sit upon your 
Rectitude, 
And frown down upon 
The vagrant, erring armies of poor, pathetic people 
Whom you judge. 

Unflinching, you decide 
Who sits on your right side 
Code and conduct circumspect 
Collars high-necked 
Tightly confined, your mind 
Within the wall of rule, custom 

prejudice, doubt and fear 
Never knows it cannot hear 
The song Salome's veils made 
Slipping from her. 
You decree consistency, 
Fearful of Cleopatra's infinite variety. 

And underneath the thick, 
Black robes 
And behind the stony glance 
And within the rigid 
Ruled walls 
Is a small place 
A not-green space 
Where sits in halt bewilderment 
A child, 
Wondering why the right 
Hand side is bare 
And, over-there, rain and sun sport 
Tinsil drops upon sheen green turf, where 
Passion's purple primroses prick 
Like blushing stars 
And Helen of Troy's 
Champagne face 
Launches the sea-struck, foam-whipped, salt-stung 
Willowy, billowy marshmallow ships 
Of the damned. 

Jacqueline H. Karkos 



The Apostate 

My earthly loves now I have 
put away 

Passed my novitiate today -
I will not dally here with 

Life 
while I can meditate 

andpray
The easy quiet, safe from 

worldly harm, 
where now I lay me, sanctified 

and warm 
Reminds me I cannot buy 

my life so cheap . 
Peace is my sin -0 world, 

I must return! 

Emily Warblefink 
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A MOUTH IS FOR TALKING 

by Douglas Calhoun 

I knew you when you first 
Sensed your mouth; saw 
How you puckered, 
Trying to squeeze the lips 
Eyes looking and lower jaw 
Spastic in its function. 

So you learned to talk 
And later yell, 
Taking that yell to war 
With bayonet at high port 
Trying to scare the hell 
Out of your path: 
But an ideological bullet 
Lacks emotion. 

So your metal name 
Is forced 
In to your mouth 
Long after the flies 
Wedge their tips 
And buzz, 
Long after your blood type 
Is indistinguishable. 

And so you're back now, 
In rubber shroud 
In re-usable metal container 
Grieved by the open arms 
Of a fork lift, 
And your mouth 
Has no speech to fill it. 

Reprinted from FOLIO, Fall, 1967 



THE BOY IN THE GARDEN 

In the garden below 
I watch the boy with marbles 

in his hand. 

Alone in afternoon 
He splits them into teams, 
Red here, green there. 

His body, like a dream, 
Settles into life's crouch. 
His delicate backbone, 

curved and tense, 
Stiff ens like a slingshot. 

His quick hands are accurate 
Knocking off a marble at a time. 
His dark eyes, fulfilling themselves 
In wild innocence, amuse me. 

His pursuit is actual; 
White tender muscles 
Jerk like naked ladies 

in tall grass. 

Oh, but what must you think of me, 
Waiting by a window in silence 
While a boy squats 

in smug boredom 
Smashing marble against marble. 

Ami to blame 
For sighing like a god 
Convinced, despite everyone ' s concern, 

That his taut backbone 
Is not a threat? 

Ross J. Talarico 
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Anti-Poem #1 

When girl babies are born 
to a bitter woman 
The long passage 
is pronged with knives 
Like ancient screams 

She does not forget 
that moment of pain 
The early days 
recall that dropping. 
The voice, full and angry 
feigns lullabies 

Through nervous eyes 
the thing grows. 
It shapes a face 
The voice stutters 
The feet are laced 
in white high shoes 
To stand on its mother's ground. 

The big woman 
counts bitter years 
the pious duty 
until the second 

dropping 
of her girl 

"Get married, get married, get married, I've kept you long and true, 
Get married, get married, get married, you have torn me in two." 

H. S. R. 
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